THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF CURRENTLY FINANCIAL PLANNING AT ENTERPRISE

Financial stability of enterprise is important pre-condition of successful conduct of economic activity, this forms the image of managing subject, and becomes a visiting-card. Therefore one of major problems there are insufficient efficiency and organization of management financial resources on enterprises, first of all, it is related to insufficient development and introduction of the financial planning. His actuallity today is obvious, so as for successful economic activity necessary providing of financial possibilities, receipt of necessary for this purpose facilities, and achievement of profitability of all types of activity.

The financial planning is determined as a element of general process of planning, and also as basis and constituent of responsibility of functional control system. It carries out a key role in a management, as on financial indexes it is possible not only to do implementation of indexes of current year, comparatively with previous but also problems present in activity enterprises.

The primary objective of the financial planning on an enterprise consists in the exposure of untapped resources and determination of sum of payments in a budget, the size of that answered exceeding of profits of enterprise above his charges.

For providing of effective management the financial resources of enterprises creation of the adaptive system of the financial planning, that must be flexible in relation to the terms of realization of financial plans, and methods of her the practical use on the base of introduction of the newest information technologies. The process of the financial planning must contain such stages: analysis of current financial status of enterprise; prognostication of future values of planned indexes; stowage and development of plans.

The input of the system of the financial planning on an enterprise envisages not only a stowage and claim of financial plans but also control after their implementation and bringing of necessary changes to them.

Planning must embrace all spheres of activity of enterprise, and also all stages, actions and operations of both economic processes and management processes. If at planning something will fall out of sphere of attention of manager, then an inevitable origin is in this link of inconsistency, and as a result of it - derangements or violation of financially-economic activity of enterprise.

Thus, for providing of the reasonable financial planning and implementation of financial plan necessary is preparation of regulation of his stowage depending on the size of enterprise (large, normal, small) and specific of activity, legal form, properly worked out and reliable information. And sparing more attention to the financial planning it is possible to attain strengthening of financial stability of enterprise on condition of implementation of the volumes of operating-room and investment activity forecast by a business plan on principles of financial firmness, creation of pre-conditions for the receipt of net income, sufficient for self-finance enterprise.
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